
  

 

Investment Planning Tools 
Get familiar with our suite of interactive investment and tax 
planning tools — and share them with your clients.

Income Tax Calculator
Select your clients’ annual household income to determine how much 
they may owe in federal income taxes.

After-Tax Growth Tool
Enter a portfolio value and expected annual return to see if your 
clients’ current investment strategy is “tax-aware” or “tax-oblivious.”

Laddered Muni Interest Rate Scenario Tool
Help clients understand how a hypothetical managed laddered 
municipal portfolio may perform in a rising interest-rate environment.

Taxable-Equivalent Yield Calculator
Determine the pretax yield a taxable bond would have to pay to 
achieve the same after-tax value as a tax-exempt bond. 

Insights and Resources
Read market insights and view videos from Eaton Vance investment 
professionals and other industry experts on timely topics that could 
affect your clients.

“Unresolved issues dominate as Washington enters 2014”
“Attractiveness of municipal bonds should not be overlooked in 2014”
“Important dates to watch in 2014”
“Confronting the tax drag”

Sign up for ongoing legislative updates from Washington insider Andrew 
Friedman, tips on how to talk taxes with clients and grow your practice 
from David Richman, Advisor Institute national director, commentary 
from Eaton Vance portfolio managers … and more.

Gain access to tax form information, estimated capital gains distribution 
chart, and Eaton Vance’s new Income and Volatility sites.

Position yourself as your clients’ go-to source on taxes. 
Discover the valuable resources at the Eaton Vance Tax Center.  
Go to eatonvance.com/taxes.

For more on how to use the Eaton Vance Tax Center,  
contact your Eaton Vance representative or call 1-800-836-2414.

Welcome to Eaton Vance’s new Tax Center. Explore the wide range of resources available  

online to help your clients potentially keep more of what they earn. Please take a few minutes  

to see what eatonvance.com/taxes has to offer.

 

Strategy Selector
Eaton Vance offers one of the broadest selections of tax-efficient strategies 
anywhere. To see how our offerings may supplement your clients’ current 
portfolio mix, Strategy Selector lets you filter through Eaton Vance fund 
options:

• Tax-managed equity 
• Tax-exempt municipal income (national) 
• Municipal income (state) 

Download our single-page Taxes Guide.

 

Tax Kit
Prepare for tax season. Eaton Vance’s Tax Kit is packed  
with useful information, including:

• Eaton Vance insight on tax-efficient investment strategies. 

• “Attracting clients with a boring conversation ... about taxes” 

by David Richman, national director of Eaton Vance Advisor Institute.

• Article on managing capital gains.

• Slide ruler to estimate how much more your clients could pay  
in 2013 taxes.

• Eaton Vance’s complete lineup of tax-efficient offerings.

Order your complimentary Eaton Vance Tax Kit today at eatonvance.com/taxkit or call 800.836.2414.

New Tax Resources Available  
eatonvance.com/taxes
Your dedicated website for tax information from Eaton Vance.

Eaton Vance 
O N  W A S H I N G T O N

 Andrew H. Friedman 
Principal 
The Washington Update
eatonvance.com/washington

Legislative Update November 2013

The compromise Congress reached to reopen the 
federal government and permit the United States 
to borrow funds kicked the can down a very short 
road. It set up a bipartisan committee to agree 
on an appropriations plan to finance government 
operations through 2014. If that committee fails 
to agree, then on January 15, 2014, Congress 
can agree to permit the next round of across-the-
board spending cuts (known as “sequestration”) 
to take effect. If Congress fails to agree on the 
implementation of these cuts, then the government 
will shut down again.

More important, if the bipartisan committee fails to 
reach agreement on an appropriations plan, then 
United States borrowing authority will again cease 
on February 7, 2014. The government will limp 
along without borrowing for a number of months 
using tax receipts and other funds, but at some 
point in 2014—presumably prior to the mid-term 
elections—Congress will have to agree to raise 
the borrowing limit to prevent a default on United 
States debt outstanding.

The sequestration cuts—which proportionally 
reduce spending for defense and other government 
functions, but not for entitlements such as Social 
Security and Medicare—are not particularly 
popular with either party. The bipartisan committee 
hopes to devise an appropriations plan that 

replaces the sequestration cuts with other spending 
cuts and/or tax increases. 

The Republicans will seek to replace the defense 
cuts with deeper cuts to social programs and cuts 
to entitlements. At the top of their list are changes 
to slow the rate of growth of Social Security cost-
of-living increases through the use of “chained 
CPI,” and requiring affluent recipients to pay more 
for Medicare coverage. 

Democrats will seek to offset the sequestration cuts 
at least in part with new taxes. Broad tax changes, 
such as an increase in tax rates or a restriction on 
widely used tax deductions or exemptions—have 
no prospect of getting through the committee. 
But targeted tax provisions that curb perceived 
abuses might have a chance. Toward that end, 
the Democrats have proposed a list of “loophole 
closers” that include: (1) eliminating the ability 
of someone who inherits an IRA or 401(k) to 
“stretch” the payments over his or her lifetime; 
(2) curtailing the availability of sophisticated 
wealth transfer techniques such as grantor 
retained annuity trusts (“GRATs”), intentionally 
defective grantor trusts and dynasty trusts; and (3) 
precluding shareholder-employees of S corporations 
from treating a portion of earnings as dividends not 
subject to employment taxes.

Unresolved Issues Dominate as Washington Enters 2014
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Strategies for

Taxes

Confronting the tax drag 

Eaton Vance Insight February 2014
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At Eaton Vance, we value independent thinking. 
 In our experience, clients benefit from a range of distinctive, strongly argued perspectives.

That’s why we encourage our independent investment teams and strategists to share their views on pressing issues– 
even when they run counter to conventional wisdom or the opinions of other investment managers. 

Timely Thinking. Timeless Values.

Taxes. Nearly everyone pays them, but when asked 

to identify the biggest risks to their long-term goals, 

many investors tend to underestimate—or overlook 

entirely—the impact of taxes. That is all the more 

surprising given that the “tax drag” on portfolio returns 

can be quite significant over long time frames. The 

good news is that steps can be taken to reduce the 

tax drag. 

Without question, tax-deferred IRAs and qualified 

retirement plans are highly effective tax-planning 

tools. However, the tax benefits of these vehicles 

do not extend to the taxable portion of an investor’s 

portfolio. To keep more of what they earn from taxable 

accounts, investors can deploy a tax-aware approach 

that may incorporate a variety of assets, from  

tax-favored mutual funds to more sophisticated 

strategies for high-net-worth investors.

Despite the potential boost to net portfolio 

performance, “tax-smart” investing remains 

underutilized by most investors. Yet, the need for such 

an approach has rarely been greater than in today’s 

altered tax landscape.

An altered tax landscape

With the “fiscal cliff” of tax hikes and spending cuts 

looming large, uncertainty surrounding federal tax 

policy took center stage in 2012. While a worst-

case scenario was narrowly averted via the budget 

deal struck by Washington negotiators on January 1, 

2013, the so-called “resolution” of the fiscal crisis 

was hardly welcomed by all investors. 

Millions of U.S. taxpayers, particularly more affluent 

ones, must now confront the reality of higher taxes in 

2013 and later years:

• Under the fiscal cliff deal, federal tax rates on 

ordinary income (including taxable bond interest), 

dividend income and both short- and long-term 

capital gains have risen for families with taxable 

income of more than $450,000/year ($400,000/

year for individuals).

• Additionally, as per the Patient Protection and 

Affordable Care Act of 2010, a new 3.8% health 

care reform surtax now applies to the taxable 

investment income of families earning more than 

$250,000/year ($200,000/year for individuals).

Summary 

• The impact of the “tax drag” on investor portfolios can be significant over long time frames, potentially 
consuming a quarter or more of every dollar earned by the average investor. 

• As federal tax rates have risen for many investors, so, too, has the risk of losing a larger portion of 
one’s returns to taxes—highlighting the need for a tax-aware investment approach.

• We do not believe there is a single, “silver-bullet” solution to the increased tax burden that many 
investors now face. Rather, multiple tools may be required.

 Andrew H. Friedman 
Principal 
The Washington Update
eatonvance.com/washington

White Paper January 2014
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Looking forward into 2014, four dates – February 7, 
March 31, April 15 and November 4 – stand out as 
pivot points for events that could affect the markets, 
particular industries, and tax and financial planning.

February 7 – The United States loses authority to 
borrow

Last October, Congress reached a compromise to 
reopen the federal government. The compromise 
set up a bipartisan committee to develop an 
appropriations plan for future government 
operations. The leaders of that committee 
subsequently announced a plan to fund the 
government through September 30, 2015.

Although this compromise allows the government 
to expend funds through September 2015, the 
government is authorized to borrow money to meet 
those expenses only through February 7, 2014. 
(This disconnect occurs because budgeting for 
government spending and authorizing government 
borrowing often proceed on different legislative 
tracks.) After February 7, the government will be 
required to sustain itself without borrowing, which it 
will do for a few months using tax receipts and other 
funds. But at some point this spring the need to 
borrow will become acute. At that point, Congress 
will have to act to raise the nation’s borrowing limit. 
If Congress fails to do so, then the United States, 
unable to borrow to pay interest, will default on the 
national debt.

Twice in recent years – in August 2011 and 
October 2013 – negotiations to raise the debt 
limit came down to the wire before Congress 
reached agreement to avoid a default. The 
same phenomenon could occur this spring. The 
partisan rhetoric already has begun. In December, 
Representative Paul Ryan, the Republican chair of 
the House Budget Committee, said, “We don’t want 
nothing [i.e., The Republicans want something] out 
of this debt limit. We are going to decide what it is 
we can accomplish out of this fight.”

Specifically, the Republicans would like to 
“accomplish” meaningful changes to the major 
entitlement programs, Social Security and Medicare, 
in order to reduce future spending and put the 
government’s finances on a more sustainable fiscal 
path. Those changes include reducing the cost-of-
living index by which increases in Social Security 
benefits are measured, and requiring affluent 
recipients to pay more for Medicare coverage.

President Obama has said that he does not intend 
to negotiate over raising the debt ceiling, asserting 
that it is Congress’ responsibility to ensure the 
government is able to pay the expenses that Congress 
has authorized. In other contexts, the President has 
said that he would agree to changes in entitlement 
spending only if Republicans agree to new taxes on 
affluent families. In that regard, he has proposed 
(and in February is likely to re-propose) a number of 
controversial tax changes, including taxing municipal 

Important dates to watch in 2014
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At Eaton Vance, we value independent thinking. 
 In our experience, clients benefit from a range of distinctive, strongly argued perspectives.

That’s why we encourage our independent investment teams and strategists to share their views on pressing issues– 
even when they run counter to conventional wisdom or the opinions of other investment managers. 

Timely Thinking. Timeless Values.

Taxes  
Seeking tax-efficient income and equity

Eaton Vance Insight January 2014

Attractiveness of municipal bonds should 
not be overlooked in 2014 

Not FDIC Insured • Not Bank Guaranteed • May Lose Value

After a challenging year for the municipal bond 
(muni) market in 2013, we believe the underlying 
strength of munis has improved, making the 
asset class an attractive proposition heading into 
2014. In our view, challenges and headwinds will 
continue in 2014; however, more palatable yields 
and the relative attractiveness of munis versus 
other taxable alternatives may help investors limit 
the volatility and downside witnessed over the 
past year.

Looking back on 2013, an improving economic 
landscape in the U.S. combined with worry 
that Federal Reserve (Fed) would taper its 
quantitative easing (QE) led to a migration out of 
munis starting in June. Fund outflows stubbornly 
persisted in the second half of the year due to 
fear and uncertainty over a handful of issuers, 
and muni investors were handed their worst 
yearly return since 2008. Indeed, external forces 
were the primary driver of performance in the 
muni market for most of 2013, as the timeline      
below illustrates. 

Municipal Insight Committee
The Municipal Insight Committee is composed of Eaton Vance thought leaders in the municipal bond market.

Strategies for

Taxes

Negative headlines in 2013 led to large muni bond fund net outflows

Sources: BofA/Merrill Lynch, Thomson Reuters, Lipper Analytical Services as of November 30, 2013.
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March 2013: Michigan Governor announces 
emergency manager to takeover Detriot; S&P and 
Fitch downgrade Puerto Rico GOs to BBB.

October 2013: Year-to-date muni bond 
outflows reach roughly $50 billion, the 
most since at least 1992.

April 2013: Budget Control Act of 
2011 law goes into effect.

July 2013: Detroit files 
Chapter 9 bankruptcy.

November 2013: Chicago suffers triple-
notch ratings downgrade; Washington sends 
economic advisory team to Puerto Rico as 
Fitch Ratings issues warning of Puerto Rico 
ratings downgrade to “junk” status. 
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